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Windows 2000 API SuperBibleSams Publishing, 2000
Following in the tradition of the Win 95 and Win32 NT SuperBibles, this book is a comprehensive reference for all of the APIs needed by the Windows programmer.  It is arranged topically with related functions presented in the same chapter.  Using relevant examples that are complete and appropriate to the task at hand, the user will be able to...
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Pro Visual Studio 2005 Team SystemApress, 2006
Software development is undergoing a huge revolution right now. That is not to say that this
is different from any other time in the history of software development—it is always undergoing
a revolution of one type or another. This “new” revolution is a shift in development
methodologies from teams working in tightly...
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Coaching Handbook: An Action Kit for Trainers and ManagersKogan Page, 2003
Coaching is proving itself to be the most popular and most effective technique in the field of learning and development. Managers are constantly being reminded that coaching is an important part of their role in getting the best from staff, while trainers are increasingly being called upon to coach individuals in a variety of aspects of both...
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BigNum Math: Implementing Cryptographic Multiple Precision ArithmeticSyngress Publishing, 2006
The origins of this book are part of an interesting period of my life. A period that
saw me move from a shy and disorganized young adult, into a software developer
who has toured various parts of the world, and met countless new friends and
colleagues. It all began in December of 2001, nearly five years ago. I started a
project...
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Path Integrals in Physics Volume 1: Stochastic Process & Quantum MechanicsTaylor & Francis, 2001
The importance of path-integral methods in theoretical physics can hardly be disputed. Their applications in most branches of modern physics have proved to be extremely fruitful not only for solving already existing problems but also as a guide for the formulation and development of essentially new ideas and approaches in the description of...
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Windows NT Win32 API SuperBible (Other Sams)Waite Group Press, 1997
Windows NT Win32 API SuperBible is the perfect resource for programmers who want comprehensive, updated coverage of all Win32 APIs, as well as detailed information specific to the newest Windows NT functions. This book lets you look up the specific Win32 API call you need, when you need it. Concise descriptions detail what you need to know about...
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SAS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Use SAS on the Web, in Excel or PowerPoint, and from your desktop
   The fun and easy way to manage and analyze data   

   Need to get up and running with SAS? This plain-English guide offers information on all the SAS basics, including getting data into the software, generating reports, creating...
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Crime and Punishment: Essential Primary SourcesThomson Gale, 2006
Crime, and the issues that relate to it, arouse compelling curiosity and fervent debate. In the human psyche, crimes and their underlying motives often capture equal measures of fascination and revulsion. In the media, criminals are both condemned and granted celebrity. Accordingly, the readings and resources offered in Crime and Punishment:...
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Software Design (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2003
Software design is a multi-disciplinary activity that develops tools through effective communication of ideas and the use of engineering practices. This text provides an overview and perspective of software design within the context of software development and also of more general thinking about design issues. It examines the nature of design...
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XHTML EssentialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With Web access becoming available through TV, handheld devices, and even phones, developers need to create sites that can be viewed from different environments, not just from the desktop. Introducing XHTML, the next generation HTML, this practical guide jumpstarts Web developers on the technology that ensures that their Web pages stay true-to-form...
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Animation Writing and Development, : From Script Development to Pitch (Focal Press Visual Effects and Animation)Focal Press, 2005
"The real value of this tome lies in its concise technical approach, offering newcomers various route-maps through the storytelling maze." - Imagine magazine     

       Become a successful Animation Writer!     

       The art.  The craft.  The business.  Animation Writing and Development takes students and...
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Analyzing Systems: Determining Requirements for Object-Oriented Development (Bcs Practitioner)Prentice Hall, 1994
This text describes and explains the ORCA (Object-oriented Requirements Capture Analysis) method. It is aimed at those interested in the description and analysis of complex systems. In particular, it is aimed at those responsible for producing strategies for the use of information technology and requirements for software development. Producing and...
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